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Low Latency Analytics & BPM
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Low Latency Analytics & BPM
Application Performance Management (APM)

Diagram showing the relationships between different components such as Identity Manager, Application server, Web server, SAP, Message Queue, Database, Web Service, Message Broker, Main Frame, 3rd Party, and Agent.
E-Energy, Smart Grids & Green Middleware

Need middleware to:
• Analyze
• Control
• Monitor

Changes in traditional energy power grids:
• Distributed energy resources
• Fine-grained monitoring of production and consumption
• Fine-grained control of consumption
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Towards Showers & Streams

- Scenarios that require **filtering** of events at large scales

- Scenarios that require **filtering & storage** of events at large scales

- Filtering & storage of “**event streams**”

- Filtering & storage of “**event showers**”
Showers vs. Streams

Event Processing¹
- Limited, no single schema
- Events vary in shape and size from one to the next
- Processing of many event expressions
- Tends to require support for aggregation
- Broader model & paradigm (dissemination, matching, coordination)

Event Stream Processing
- Schema-based, single schema per stream
- Stream tuples follow schema
- More single-expression processing-based
- Aggregation is a key requirement
- Focused on processing queries/expressions over event streams

¹ publish/subscribe-style processing
Call to Arms: Big Event Data

- No standards
- No benchmarks
- No future

We need to develop standards & benchmarks for event processing & Big Events!